Worksheet 10. Vocabulary review

Check all the words that can complete the sentence logically.

1. Sue needed some help, so I did _______ for her.
   □ the dishes □ a favor
   □ dinner □ the housework

2. Every night, Andy does _______.
   □ dinner □ the table
   □ the dishes □ his homework

3. Last night Kim made _______ for me.
   □ a special dinner □ the dishes
   □ a mistake □ a favor

4. When did you make _______?
   □ an appointment □ the housework
   □ your homework □ these cookies

5. I don’t like to do _______.
   □ mistakes □ housework
   □ a bad job □ homework

6. Forty people work in the factory. They make _______.
   □ their jobs □ computers
   □ a favor □ mistakes sometimes